
INSTRUCTIONS FOR BR TURBOT (YCV) 

These wagons were converted from Bolster E wagons of 1962-4 vintage. 
Conversion commenced in 1982 at Shildon Works starting with DB978000 
and finishing at DB 978246 in 1984. On closure of that works, further wagons 
were produced at Swindon until1986. Then that works also closed, the last 
wagon being DB078921. In 1988 Doncaster took over starting with 
DB978922. 
The unusual end flaps of Turbots were to help prevent spillage when used with 
ballast cleaners working on an adjacent track (also found on Topes). The 
wagons quickly took on a battered look & had very rusty bodywork. 
They were also used for carrying new ballast, sleepers, track parts & sand (if 
lined with polythene!) 
References: 
RAIL magazine May'88; 
MODEL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTOR August '85; 
"British Railway Wagons No.7 Engineer's Stock" G. Gamble (Cheona), p.56. 

Fit solebars to underside of floor-

II 

Assemble buffers -~ [) 

Fit body sides & ends round the floor 

Spill plates fit on end angled outwards 
with ribs underneath 

Add the "L" angle sections on 
the top of the truss rod 

You may find it easier if the wagon is held at 45° when fitting these 

Assemble vac. cylinders & fit 
on the locating pegs When fitting the rods adjacent 

to the vac. (-ylinders, thread on 
the small levers & fix ends to 

theti~~ 

Divide the rodding into four pieces 1 7mm 
long & fit between the V-hangers 

BOGIES: 

Fit bearings from the inside, and add the wheels by putting one axle into a 
bearing and gently spreading the frames so that the other end can be put into 
its bearing. 
The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the best running 
of the wheels. Fit the axle box covers (small round round caps on solebar 
moulding) over the bearings. Put screws through bolsters from the side with 4 
pegs, place the bogie on the bolster & add the nut. Hornby, or Bachmann Mini 
couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates to the pegs on the 
underside of the bogie centre extension and attaching the coupling to the 
adaptor. 

You need to use the middle pair of pegs: cut off the inner & outer pegs 
and cut off the part of the bogie extension that protrudes beyond the adaptor. 
You may need to trim the coupling to clear the wheels. 

LIVERY DETAILS 

Fitting coupling 
adaptor to bogie 

Bodywork was dark grey, although the shade varied. A signal yellow stripe 12" 
deep was painted along the top of the body side. The chassis & headstocks were 
black. Brake lever handle and lamp irons (on ends) white. Thinnest part of 
buffer shanks: silver. 

A very good colour photo appeared in MODEL RAILWAY 
CONSTRUCTOR Feb'85. 

Transfers: Sheet CT4 formerly produced by us, is now available from 
Modelmasters, ref. no. 4867 & the CT2 Air-braked wagon sheet re. no.4866. 
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Body side black below this level 

Stanchions 
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